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ABSTRACT

The contemporary Formula Student racing car makes extensive use of advanced composite materials in its construction. The design, manufacture and performance testing of the composite suspension push-rods that typically could be used in a Formula Student racing car are described in this report. The design of the push rod is based on the current design use by Formula 1 race car and also current Formula Student race car. This push rod was fabricated by manual hand lay-up technique using glass fiber and polyester resin as the composite materials. The push-rod was manufactured using uniform lay-up of woven cross-ply technique. The component performance evaluations were conducted using three point bending and tensile test to determine the strength of push rod suspension when the maximum load is applied. Results obtained shows that the developed composite suspension push rod are able to function successfully according to the required specification for the Formula Student race car.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Formula Student is the event that challenges university students to design, build, develop and compete as a one team and come out with a small single seat racing car. The purpose of this tournament is to give the experiences to the students about the real life as an engineer. They will face the real engineering life start from design until manufacture the racing car.

Nowadays, the formula student race car has makes a lot of improvement especially in term of weight from the heavyweight body chassis and components to lightweight components. This is because the minimum body car weight can gives higher performances for the car especially in handling performances. Before this, the components such as suspension system use metal. Now, many race car components use composite material such as carbon fiber and fiber glass to reduce the weight.

The suspension system material also has made some improvement from using material like steel to composite material such as fiber glass. Many of team in formula one such as Ferrari team using composite as a material at suspension system. The most important reason using composite material at the suspension system is the handling performances. Reducing the weight of the components can give a higher performance to car (Savage, 2008).
1.2 Problem Statement

In order to make some improvement in performances of car especially in term of reducing weight, sufficient understanding about the composites material especially in fiber glass composite and also understanding about the function of push rod suspension is a subject matter to complete this project. Thus, analysis using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software is required to analyze the force for tension and compression at the push rod suspension.

1.3 Objectives

An objective of this project is to produce a composite push rod suspension for a Formula Students race car.
1.4 Scope of Study

The scopes of this project are:

a) To design the push rod suspension using CAD software, CATIA.

b) Fabricate sample of composite push rod suspension using glass-fiber reinforced polymer composite.

c) Test the sample using 3-point bending and tensile test.

1.5 Expected Result

In order to reduce the weight for the current steel push rod suspension, the final result is to produce the lightweight glass-fiber reinforced polymer composite push rod suspension for UTeM’s Formula Student race car.
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 History of Formula Student

First Formula Student or Formula Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) was held in 1979 at University of Houston and conceived by Dr. Kurt M. Marshek. Before this, the formula SAE was known as SAE Miny-Indy (Formula SAE, 2007). Miny-Indy means the car was small compared to the Formula 1 race car. First car entered this competition was made out of wood and used five horsepower engine. The engineering students who had entered this first Formula SAE competition must designed and build a small race car using the same engine power. For the first formula SAE competition, thirteen universities were entered but only eleven universities had completed this race. University of Texas is the first university has won his race.

On 1980, three students from University of Texas at Austin had proposed a new rules and regulation and also new concept of Mini-Indy. All the engine must used four stroke engines with 25.4 intake restriction (Formula SAE, 2007). Then, Dr. Robert Woods from University of Texas changed the concept of the competition. He wanted students to design and build a race car for limited series production.

Starting from this until now, the Formula SAE has make a lot of changes in term of concept, rules and regulation and also many more. Now, a formula SAE has become more establish and attracts many schools and universities to join this competition.